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Introduction

WithSecure Intelligence has been tracking an operation dubbed “DUCKTAIL” 
that targets individuals and organizations that operate on Facebook’s 
Business/Ads platform.

The operation consists of a malware component, which performs information 
stealing as well as Facebook Business hijacking. Based upon analysis and 
gathered data, we have determined that the operation is conducted by a 
Vietnamese threat actor.

Our investigation reveals that the threat actor has been actively developing 
and distributing malware linked to the DUCKTAIL operation since the latter half 
of 2021. Evidence suggests that the threat actor may have been active in the 
cybercriminal space as early as late 2018.

The	investigation	conducted	by	WithSecure	Intelligence	and	findings	of	this	
report primarily focus on the malware component of the operation.

WithSecure cannot determine the success, or lack thereof, that the threat actor 
has had in circumventing Facebook's existing security features and hijacking 
businesses. However, the threat actor has continued to update and push 
out the malware in an attempt to improve its ability to bypass existing/new 
Facebook security features alongside other implemented features.

The	chain	of	evidence	suggests	that	the	threat	actor’s	motives	are	financially	
driven, similar to the SilentFade campaign that was discovered by Meta1. Figure 1. Overview of DUCKTAIL operation
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Malware analysis

Delivery mechanism and victimology

Based on telemetry and investigation conducted by 
WithSecure, one approach employed by the threat actor 
is to scout for companies that operate on Facebook’s 
Business/Ads platform and directly target individuals within 
the company/business that might have high-level access 
to the Facebook Business. We have observed individuals 
with managerial, digital marketing, digital media, and human 
resources roles in companies to have been targeted. 
WithSecure Countercept Detection and Response team 
has	identified	instances	where	the	malware	was	delivered	
to victims through LinkedIn. These tactics would increase 
the adversary’s chances of compromising the respective 
Facebook	Business	all	the	while	flying	under	the	radar.

Some	of	the	observed	samples	have	been	hosted	on	file	
or cloud hosting services, such as Dropbox, iCloud, and 
MediaFire. 

The	malware	was	often	delivered	as	an	archive	file	which	
contained the malware executable alongside related images, 
documents,	and	video	files.	The	content	and	file	names	(listed	
in the appendices section) revealed how the threat actor 

intended	to	lure	victims	into	launching	their	malware.	The	file	
names generally utilized keywords related to brands, products, 
and project planning. Some examples include: “project 
development plan, project information, products.pdf.exe” and 
“new project l'oréal budget business plan.exe”

Figure 2. An example of DUCKTAIL malware hosted on iCloud Figure	3.	An	example	of	the	contents	of	an	archive	file	sent	by	the	threat	actor
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2	https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/core/deploying/single-file/overview

Moreover, some of the observed samples had country names appended to the 
file	name	which	indicates	that	the	threat	actor	tailors	the	file	name	based	on	the	
target’s locality. This indicates that the threat actor was aware of the victim’s 
locations ahead of time.

WithSecure’s	telemetry	suggests		that	the	threat	actor	does	not	target	a	specific	
region or country. 

Figure	4.	Countries	affected	by	DUCKTAIL	samples	based	 
on WithSecure’s telemetry

Usage of .NET Core

Since late 2021, samples associated with the DUCKTAIL operation were 
exclusively	written	in	.NET	Core	and	were	compiled	using	its	single	file	feature.	
This	feature	bundles	all	dependent	libraries	and	files	into	a	single	executable,	
including the main assembly2.	The	usage	of	.NET	Core	and	its	single-file	
feature is not commonly seen in malware.

Prior to this, the threat actor used the traditional .NET Framework. Based on 
our	analysis,	this	transition	alongside	the	utilization	of	single	file	feature	was	
done for the following reasons:

• To create a self-contained binary that runs on all machines without the need 
for .NET runtime to be installed on the victim’s machine. Older malware 
samples	associated	with	the	threat	actor	were	bundled	with	offline.NET	
framework	installers.	Note	that	single	file	deployment	isn't	compatible	with	
Windows 7.

• To allow for the usage of Telegram as a Command and Control (C&C) 
channel by embedding the Telegram.Bot client as well as any other external 
dependencies into a single executable.

• To attempt to bypass detection signatures, as previous samples that were 
developed in .NET have had higher detection rates compared to the latest 
samples.
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Malware capabilities

Program flow

The malware’s logic can be broken down into several key 
components:

Mutex creation and check – To ensure only a single instance of the  
malware is running at any given time
• Some observed mutexes are data and version_2. 

Data storage – To store and load previously stolen data from disk.
• The	malware	is	configured	to	save	all	stolen	information	to	disk	in	three	

scenarios:
 o  When the process exits
 o  When the process crashes, and
 o  At the end of each loop (explained further below).
• The	data	is	stored	in	a	text	file	inside	the	%TEMP%	folder,	some	observed	 
file	names	are	temp_update_data.txt and temp_update_data_9.txt. 

Browser scanning – Scans for installed browsers to identify cookie paths
•  This is explained in section “General information stealing”. 

General information stealing – To steal other  
non-Facebook related information
 This is explained in section “General information stealing”. 
 

 
Facebook information stealing and business hijacking – To steal 
Facebook-related information and hijack associated businesses
• This is explained in sections “Facebook information stealing” and  

“Facebook Business hijacking”. 

Data exfiltration – To send the stolen information to Telegram
• Stolen	information	is	exfiltrated	in	four	scenarios:	
 o  When the logic related to Facebook information stealing and  
      hijacking has completed
 o  When the process exits
 o  When the process crashes, and 
 o  At the end of each loop (explained further below).
• Details regarding the Telegram C&C channel are explained in section  

“Exfiltration through Telegram”.

It’s worth noting that the malware does not establish persistence on the machine. 
Older versions of the malware simply executed, did what they were designed 
to	do,	and	then	exited	(depicted	in	figure	5).	Newer	versions	run	an	infinite	loop	
in	the	background	that	performs	exfiltration	activities	periodically	(depicted	in	
figure	6).	New	method	allows	malware	to	exfiltrate	new	browser	cookies,	and	
any update made to the victim’s Facebook account, such as when new users are 
added to a business page, when 2FA is added or changes.
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Figure 6. New malware execution logic

Figure 5. Old malware execution logic
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General information stealing

The malware scans the victim’s machine for the following 
browsers:

• Google Chrome
• Microsoft Edge
• Brave Browser
• Firefox

For	each	of	the	browsers	that	it	finds,	it	extracts	all	the	stored	
cookies, including any Facebook session cookie.

The malware also looks for registry data found in HKLM\
SOFTWARE\[WOW6432Node\]Clients\StartMenuInternet  
to extract each installed browser’s name, path, and icon 
path. This data is only extracted and used by the malware for 
Microsoft Edge and Google Chrome browsers.

Additionally, if the victim’s machine has Microsoft Edge 
or Google Chrome browsers installed, it will launch them 

in headless mode with --dump-dom argument visiting the 
following sites:

• whatismybrowser[.]com 
 o  It utilizes this website to extract the exact user agent of 
the browser. Otherwise, it defaults to hardcoded user agents 
for other browser(s).

• api[.]myip[.]com 
 o  It utilizes this website to get the victim’s IP address as 
well as country/country code.

Figure 7. An example of browser launched in headless mode by the malware

Figure 8. Logic to get all running process names

Facebook information stealing

The malware directly interacts with various Facebook 
endpoints from the victim’s machine using the Facebook 
session cookie (and other security credentials that it obtains 
through the initial session cookie) to extract information from 
the victim’s Facebook account.

These endpoints are either direct Facebook pages, which are 
crawled, or API endpoints such as Facebook’s Graph API.

It is worth noting that the user agent, which was described in 
the previous section, is used for requests made to Facebook 
endpoints, ensuring that the requests look like they are coming 
from the victim’s primary browser. We believe this, in addition 
to the fact that the malware directly interacts with Facebook 
endpoints from the victim’s machine, is done to circumvent 
security features implemented by Meta, as activities and 
actions that are performed from the user's own machine and 
primary browser likely appear 'benign'.
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Additionally, information stolen from the victim's machine also 
allows the threat actor to attempt these activities (as well as 
other malicious activities) from outside the victim's machine. 
Information such as stolen session cookies, access tokens, 
2FA codes, user agents, IP address and geolocation, as well 
as general account information (such as name and birthday) 
could be used to cloak and impersonate the victim.

The type of Facebook information stolen is described in the 
subsections below.

Security credentials

The malware crawls several Facebook pages to capture 
security tokens that are later used  to interact with Facebook 
endpoints. 

The malware also checks whether 2FA is enabled for the user 
and tries to fetch recovery codes. It is worth noting that the 
latest samples contain a piece of unused code that looks like 
an attempt to generate a new login approval code.

Figure 9. Code used to generate a new login approval code

Personal account

The information stolen from the personal account includes:

• Name
• Email
• Birthday
• User ID

The user ID is extracted from the c_user parameter found in 
the session cookie.

Associated Business(es)

The malware steals information from all businesses that are 
associated with the victim’s personal Facebook account. 
These include the following:

• Name
• Verification	status
• Ad account limit
• Pending users
 a. Owner
 b. Email
 c. Role
 d. Invite link
 e. Status
• Clients
 a. ID
 b. Name
 c. Ad account permissions
  i. Permitted tasks
  ii. Access status
  iii. Access requested time
  iv. Access updated time
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Associated Ad account(s)

The malware steals information from all Ad accounts that are 
associated to the victim’s personal Facebook account.  
These include the following:

• Name
• ID
• Account status
• Ads payment cycle
• Currency
• Adtrust dsl
• Amount spent

Facebook Business hijacking

One of the unique features of the malware is its ability to hijack 
Facebook Business accounts associated with  the victim’s 
Facebook account. It attempts to grant the threat actor’s 
emails access to the business with the highest privilege roles. 
The	current	samples	utilize	two	different	API	methods	to	
achieve	this,	which	are	shown	in	figures	10	and	11.

Adding an email address to a Facebook Business using either 
of the above mechanisms causes Facebook to send 

a link, via email, to the address added. The recipient – in this 
case, the threat actor – then interacts with the emailed link 
to gain access to that Facebook Business. This mechanism 
represents the standard process used to grant individuals 
access to a Facebook Business, and thus circumvents 
security features implemented by Meta to protect against  
such abuse.

The threat actor attempts to grant themselves Admin and 
Finance editor roles on the victim’s Facebook Business. In 
essence, this provides unrestricted access to the threat actor. 
According to Facebook’s own documentation3, these access 
rights correspond to the following: 

• Admin access: Admins have full control over your business. 
They can edit settings, people, accounts and tools. Admins 
can also delete the business from the Business Manager. 
 

• Finance editor: They can edit business credit card 
information	and	financial	details	like	transactions,	invoices,	
account spend and payment methods.  
Finance editors can add businesses to your credit cards  
and monthly invoices. These businesses can use your 
payment methods to run ads.

Figure 10. One method used by DUCKTAIL to hijack a Facebook Business

Figure 11. An alternate method used by DUCKTAIL to  
hijack a Facebook Business

Figure	12.	Threat	actor	gains	admin	access	with	finance	editor	role	 
in the business

3 https://www.facebook.com/business/help/442345745885606?id=180505742745347
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Email generation algorithm

Older versions of the malware utilized an algorithm to generate 
e-mail addresses to be added to Facebook Business. 
However,	more	recent	versions	now	use	pre-defined	e-mail	
addresses. An example of the e-mail generation algorithm can 
be	seen	in	the	figure	below.

Email list from C&C

A feature implemented in the latest version of the malware 
allows the threat actor to send a list of e-mail addresses to 
be used for business hijacking. The current logic waits for 
a duration of time to receive the e-mail list after an initial 
ping	to	the	C&C	before	falling	back	to	the	pre-defined	email	

addresses. Some examples of e-mail addresses we’ve 
observed the threat actor utilize through this mechanism have 
been	listed	below.	You	may	find	additional	e-mail	addresses	
observed by WithSecure in the appendices.

• paulettec9iij[@]hotmail[.]com
• trinan95fe[@]hotmail[.]com
• alice32lor[@]hotmail[.]com
• jmilliejq62[@]hotmail[.]com

Figure 13. E-mail generation algorithm used in older  
versions of DUCKTAIL malware

Figure 14. Mechanism to fetch e-mail addresses from C&C

Older	samples	added	the	pre-defined	emails:		

• andeakefer[@]gmail[.]com  
• thutvbj[@]gmail[.]com  
• enecildne[@]gmail[.]com  
• saingghuy[@]gmail[.]com  
• worstaustadny[@]gmail[.]com  
• bangthangsfatr[@]gmail[.]com  
• larmincessdf[@]gmail[.]com  
• luatquysvat[@]gmail[.]com  
• uthertyiiu[@]gmail[.]com  
• thanbanfagyst[@]gmail[.]com   

Current samples use the following:  

• joinlasien.facebook[@]gmail[.]com  
• jessicca.facebook[@]gmail[.]com  
• chrisjamees.facebook[@]gmail[.]com  
• thomsonemily.facebook[@]gmail[.]com  
• stephendanny.facebook[@]gmail[.]com  
• erichenderson.facebook[@]gmail[.]com  
• albertandrew.facebook[@]gmail[.]com  
• buttjerry.facebook[@]gmail[.]com  
• louisnathan.facebook[@]gmail[.]com  
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Exfiltration through Telegram

Since late last year, the threat actor has shifted entirely to 
using Telegram as their C&C channel making use of the 
Telegram Bot functionality. Currently, the adversary only 
exfiltrates	stolen	information	through	the	C&C	channel	and	
no commands are sent from the C&C to the victim’s machine 
other than potentially sending e-mail addresses for business 
hijacking purposes. DUCKTAIL’s malware component uses  
the Telegram.Bot client library4.

4 https://github.com/TelegramBots/Telegram.Bot

Figure	15.	Example	of	the	exfiltration

Figure	16.	Contents	of	one	of	the	archive	files	that's	exfiltrated
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Eight active Telegram bots and channels exist at the time of 
writing, although several of these were only used by older 
samples. In all 8 channels, the threat actor is the sole member 
(creator) of the channel alongside the bot itself.

Telegram Bots can receive updates through two methods5, 
the traditional method involves a pull mechanism (an HTTP 
request is made to check for updates), and a webhook method 
which involves a push mechanism (the bot automatically 
receives incoming updates on a server). The threat actor 
used the webhook option for one of the bots, while using the 
traditional	method	for	the	rest.	The	webhook	configuration	can	
be	seen	in	the	figure	below.	Based	on	the	observed	URL,	the	
webhook server appears to be running using a ngrok instance.

5 https://core.telegram.org/bots/api#getting-updates

Figure	17.	Example	of	log	file	content	that's	exfiltrated Figure	18.	Webhook	configuration	found	
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Certificate analysis

The	first	malicious	sample	analyzed	by	WithSecure	was	signed	
with	a	valid	certificate	issued	by	Sectigo.	The	certificate’s	SHA1	is:	
92a7ac122ab87ccfd19224b2be89fd7bbee6d0b1.

The	issued	certificate’s	validity	was	from	2021-06-28	to	2022-06-28	
and	the	certificate	was	recently	renewed.	The	latest	malware	samples	
are	signed	with	the	renewed	certificate.	The	latest	certificate’s	SHA1	is:	
c8d5b988464e7e49b932a01d3b75e192fc7a0026 and its validity is from  
2022-05-26 to 2023-07-06.

All	known	samples	signed	with	these	certificates	were	malicious.	 
This	suggests	that	the	threat	actor	may	have	purchased	the	certificate	 
on their own.

Figure	19.	Expired	&	renewed	certificates	purchased	by	threat	actor
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Figure 20. Example of incident process tree generated

Figure 21. Example of process tree detections

Recommendations and protection

Endpoint Detection and Response 

WithSecure Endpoint Detection and Response detects multiple stages of the 
attack lifecycle. This will generate a single incident with detailed detections.
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Endpoint Protection

WithSecure	Endpoint	protection	offers	multiple	detections	that	detect	
the malware and its behavior. Ensure that real-time protection as well as 
DeepGuard are enabled. You may run a full scan on your endpoint. Our 
products	currently	offer	the	following	detections	against	the	malware:

• Trojan:W32/DuckTail.*
• Trojan:W32/SuspiciousDownload.A!DeepGuard
• Trojan:W32/WindowsDefenderExclusion.A!DeepGuard 
• Malicious	certificate	blocking

Review Facebook Business users

Your Facebook Business administrator should review users added under 
Business Manager > Settings > People and revoke access for unknown users 
that	were	granted	Admin	access	(with	finance	editor	role).	You	can	use	the	list	
of e-mail addresses found in appendices, noting that the list is not meant to be 
comprehensive.
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Detection opportunities

YARA

YARA rules can be found in WithSecure Lab’s GitHub  
[https://github.com/WithSecureLabs/iocs/tree/master/DUCKTAIL/]

SIGMA

These existing SIGMA rules detect various multiple stages of the attack 
lifecycle:

• proc_creation_win_headless_browser_file_download	[https://github.com/
SigmaHQ/sigma/blob/master/rules/windows/process_creation/proc_
creation_win_headless_browser_file_download.yml]

• net_dns_susp_telegram_api [https://github.com/SigmaHQ/sigma/blob/
master/rules/network/dns/net_dns_susp_telegram_api.yml]

• file_access_win_browser_credential_stealing	[https://github.com/SigmaHQ/
sigma/blob/master/rules/windows/file_access/file_access_win_browser_
credential_stealing.yml]

Indicators of Compromise (IOCs)

All IOCs can be found in WithSecure Lab’s GitHub [https://github.com/
WithSecureLabs/iocs/blob/master/DUCKTAIL/iocs.csv]

TACTIC TECHNIQUE ID TECHNIQUE NAME
Reconnaissance T1591 Gather Victim Org Information

T1589 Gather Victim Identity Information
T1593.001 Search Open Websites/Domains: 

Social Media
Resource Development T1586.001 Compromise Accounts: Social 

Media Accounts
T1587.001 Develop Capabilities: Malware
T1588.003 Obtain Capabilities: Code 

Signing	Certificates
Initial Access T1566 Phishing
Execution T1204.002 User Execution: Malicious File
Credential Access T1555.003 Credentials from Password 

Stores: Credentials from Web 
Browsers

T1539 Steal Web Session Cookie
Command and Control T1102.002 Web Service: Bidirectional 

Communication
Exfiltration T1567 Exfiltration	Over	Web	Service

Appendices

MITRE ATT&CK Techniques
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